
How to Counter PSYOPS Used to Mislead Mt Kenya Residents 

It is a fact that 1st Class PSYOPS are being used to mislead, misinform, disinform and 

confuse Mt Kenya residents regarding what is really going on in the country.


What happened to Murang’a Senator Irungu Kang’ata recently is just the tip of the 

iceberg. Plenty of these kind of operations have been going on, under the radar, for years.


NOTE:    The people behind these PSYOPS want to conquer the whole country. However, 

for whatever reasons, they have calculated that, to conquer Kenya, they must conquer Mt 

Kenya first. 

If in doubt, consider the following strange FACTS: The Deputy President of Kenya has 

had many fund-raising events around the country. Why is it that more than 90% of those 

fund-raising events have been in Mt Kenya?


Does it mean that people in Mt Kenya region, on average, are poorer than people in other 

Kenyan regions?


Even when it comes to funerals, you will notice that TangaTanga bigwigs will attend more 

of the funerals in Mt Kenya than in other regions. And in these funerals, they talk politics 

non-stop. Is that normal?


It is important to understand that the non-Africans behind the PSYOPS in Kenya 

consider TangaTanga as the vehicle they will use to conquer Kenya.




In other words, the foreign purveyors of these anti-Kenya PSYOPS hide behind 

HustlerNation.


That is why the PSYOPS are not recognised by most Kenyans.





Punguza Mizigo Bill: Recall how supposedly popular the Punguza Mizigo Bill was in 

2019? According to “most people from Mt Kenya” on social media, the support for 

Punguza Mizigo Bill in the region was above 90%.




“Coincidentally”, ALL Mt Kenya HustlerNation MPs were also pro-Punguza Mizigo Bill, 

because that is what “people on the ground wanted…” Well, when the Bill was taken to 

Mt Kenya counties, it FAILED by 100%. eg:


- Kiambu County: ALL 87 MCAs UNANIMOUSLY rejected the Punguza Mizigo bill.


- Murang’a County: ALL 51 MCAs UNANIMOUSLY rejected the Punguza Mizigo bill.


- Kirinyaga County: No seconder of Punguza Mizigo bill.


How then did “most people from Mt Kenya” on Twitter/Facebook etc. support the Bill? 

Does it mean most of these “Mt Kenya people” were FAKE? 


To cut a long story short, there are powerful non-African entities who are using social 

media to push their anti-Kenya agenda without raising suspicion.


Unfortunately, THEY also have non-Kenyans EMBEDDED into Kenyan society - The 

IMPOSTORS - who also do not raise any suspicion. It is is these IMPOSTORS who 

spread the anti-Kenya PSYOPS - on the ground - in Kenya, but their work is mostly 

concentrated in Mt Kenya region.


Therefore, next time you hear someone saying, “kwetu ukitamka neno BBI hata unaweza 

charazwa na wananchi…” know that, that person is most likely a non-Kenyan 

IMPOSTOR.




Countering The PSYOPS


Civic Education: This is needed urgently. The mistake Senator Kang’ata did, was to ask 

locals - who had not undergone civic education - to give him opinion of “people on the 

ground” regarding BBI. That was a huge mistake.


Unless people have gone through civic education, and understood what was going on - 

regarding PSYOPS - the information you will receive will most likely be MANIPULATED 

information.


There should be at least 100 people per Mt Kenya county who have undergone “high-

level civic education”, and who will act as local civic educators in the electoral wards.


So, what will they learn about? How to identify misinformation and how to counter it. 


Example: It is extremely unlikely for people in Mt Kenya region to attend a political 

meeting, and heckle the convenors of the meeting, or embarrass them by walking out, 

unless they have been PAID to do so.


I come from the region, so I know what I am talking about.


The only time that can happen without external influence, is if it is a meeting they “had to 

attend” eg school parents’ meeting, local cooperative meeting etc.


People undergoing Civic Education should be taught about such things, so they are in a 

position to explain to other people that, “what you saw in that rally were people paid to 



protest…Why would anyone pay people to do that? Does it mean he is fearing the Bill will 

pass if not sabotaged like that…”


For Civic Education to be effective, it must involve discussion of events that attendees 

can relate to. The Punguza Mizigo Bill fiasco should be used to explain how PSYOPS are 

used to mislead the public about how popular or unpopular a certain matter is.


They should be made to understand that, same case is being applied to BBI, only this 

time, the PSYOPS is the reverse - i.e. to make BBI appear like it doesn’t have support.


Countering The anti-BBI Propaganda


Media and social media should be used to counter the anti-BBI propaganda. Certain lies 

being used by purveyors of anti-Kenya PSYOPS, and anti-BBI politicians, shouldn’t be 

allowed to go unchallenged e.g.


- Cost: Anti-BBI politicians are moving around lying to Kenyans that BBI is a waste of 

money; money that should go to help poor Kenyans etc. 


FACT: Money used through BBI process will be money that will pay for BBI materials 

(sourced locally - boost to local businesses), paying clerks and other officials 

(employment) etc. How is that a waste?


In fact, youth employed during BBI process/referendum, apart from earning money, they 

will boost their CVs by adding the work they did for IEBC. Is that not a positive thing for 

Kenyan youth?




- Creating Jobs for a Few: A BIG LIE. Some positions will be done away, while other are 

created. Wage bill will remain the same.


There are many other lies pushed by the non-African purveyors of anti-Kenya PSYOPS 

and their side-kicks - anti-BBI politicians - to discredit BBI.


All these lies need to be countered effectively so that Kenyans vote for the document by 

at least 90%.
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